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Abstract
The relationship between MS and pole masses of the vector bosons Z and W is
calculated at the two-loop level in the Standard Model. We only consider the purely
bosonic contributions which represents a gauge invariant subclass of diagrams. All cal-
culations were performed in the linear R gauge with three arbitrary gauge parameters
utilizing the method of asymptotic expansions. The results are presented in analytic
form as series in the small parameters sin2 θW and mass ratio m2Z/m
2
H . As a byproduct
we obtain the bosonic two-loop contributions to the renormalization of the weak mix-
ing parameter sin2 θW and of the Fermi constant GF . The running of GF will become
important at high energy colliders.
1 Introduction
Precision Physics of the electroweak gauge bosons Z and W started about 12 years ago at
the LEP storage ring with the ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL experiments and ended
just recently with the dismantling of the LEP installation. In particular the very accurate
determination of the masses and the couplings to the fermions revealed unexpectedly rich
information about the quantum correction of the Standard Model (SM) [1]. Calculations
of higher order corrections thus gained increasing importance. At the one{loop level these
calculations were completed before LEP started operating in 1989 [2]. These SM predictions
enabled an indirect determination of the top mass which culminated in the top discovery
at the Tevatron. Now after the top mass has been xed with rather good accuracy, the
indirect bound to the Higgs mass, the last missing SM parameter, is the main goal. The
knowledge of the actual value of the Higgs mass is extremely important because it determines
how Higgs physics will look like at future colliders like the LHC or TESLA [3]. Since
the sensitivity of SM predictions on the Higgs mass is weak the precise meaning of the
indirect Higgs mass bounds depend crucially on the accuracy of the theoretical predictions.
Fortunately a lot of important theoretical progress has been made in the last decade with the
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calculation of leading and some sub-leading two{loop eects [4]-[9]. However no complete
two{loop calculation could be achieved so far, because such calculations are hampered by
the dramatic increase in complexity encountered in such calculations. How important the
precise evaluation of radiative corrections is illustrates the following fact: taking only the
leading corrections, the shift em in the ne structure constant and the quadratic top mass
correction top in the relationship between neutral and charged current eective couplings,
predictions are about 10 o from the data for most of the precisely known observables
like sin2 ‘eff or MW [10, 11]. Thus the sub-leading eects are huge in relation to current
experimental precision. Therefore the issue of sub-leading two{loop corrections has to be
taken very seriously. They easily may obscure the interpretation of the indirect Higgs mass
bound obtained from LEP experiments by using SM predictions which are incomplete at the
two{loop level.
Although we are a long way from lling the gap we are able to present a new set of correc-
tions which could be potentially important: the full bosonic 2-loop contributions of on-shell
massive gauge boson propagators. Also after the shutdown of LEP it is important to con-
tinue such calculations because the question how additional corrections aect the Higgs mass
bound can be answered retrospectively, once given the LEP/SLC precision measurements.
We are considering here two{loop contributions relevant for 2 ! 2 fermion processes,
which were precisely investigated at LEP1 and SLC, and in future eventually may be inves-
tigated at much higher precision if TESLA with the GigaZ option is realized.
The most recent essential progress here was achieved in the calculation of the top{quark
contributions to the two-loop electroweak corrections. The corresponding contributions to
the -parameter were considered in [6], the one’s to r which determines the MW − MZ
relationship in [7] and to the Z boson partial widths in [8]5. Two dierent approaches|the
asymptotic expansion method [12] and numerical integration[13] |have been used to perform
these calculations. One of the important steps of these calculation is the two-loop renormal-
ization of the gauge boson masses, contributing to the sin2 W renormalization [14, 16]. In
the SM so far no complete analytical calculation of the two-loop renormalized propagator has
been carried out [17]. The rst available results were given for zero external momentum [5],
when the original diagrams may be reduced to a set of bubble-type integrals with dierent
masses [18]. In [19] the two-loop unrenormalized fermion corrections to the gauge boson
propagator have been presented for o-shell momentum in the general linear R gauge. The
results are presented in terms of scalar master integrals with several dierent mass scales,
the masses of fermions and bosons. For the evaluation of these master diagrams analytical
results [20, 21] or one-fold integral representations are available [22].
The aim of the present paper is to present a calculation of the two-loop bosonic contri-
butions to the relationship between MS and on-shell masses of gauge bosons (W; Z) within
the Standard Model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly reconsider the denition of
the pole mass of the massive gauge bosons within the Standard Model. The calculations
have been performed with the help of computer programs which will be described in some
5Another important step forward was the calculation of the two–loop QED corrections to the muon decay
width [9].
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detail in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the UV renormalization of the pole mass and the
interrelation of our results with the standard renormalization group approach. In particular
we make several cross-checks of the singular 1="2- and 1="-terms. The numerical results
for the nite parts are presented and discussed in Section 5. For further technical details
and some useful formulae we refer to four appendices. In Appendix A we collect results
for the one-loop propagator type diagrams. Special attention is given here to the "-parts
of the corresponding integrals which are needed for the two-loop calculation. Appendix B
and C collect one-loop results in d = 4 and d 6= 4, respectively. They are included for
completeness. In Appendix D we present the analytical coecients which are the main
results of our investigations.
2 Pole mass
The position of the pole sP of the propagator of a massive gauge boson in a quantum eld
theory is a solution for p2 at which the inverse of the connected full propagator equals zero,
i.e.
sP −m2 − (sP ; m2;   ) = 0; (2.1)
where (p2;   ) is the transversal part of the one-particle irreducible self-energy. The latter
depends on all SM parameters but, in order to the keep notation simple, we have indicated
explicitly only the dependence on the external momentum p and in some cases also m, where
m is the mass of the particle under consideration. This can be either the bare mass m0 or
the renormalized mass dened in some particular renormalization scheme.
In this paper we show by explicit calculation at the two-loop level that the pole sP is a
gauge invariant and infrared stable quantity. Generally it is located in the complex plane of
p2 and has real and imaginary parts. We write
sP  M2 − iMΓ: (2.2)
The real part of (2.2) denes M which we call the pole mass6, while the imaginary part is
related to the width Γ of particle. This is the natural generalization of the physical mass of
a stable particle, which is dened by the mass of its asymptotic scattering state.
For the remainder of the paper we will adopt the following notation: capital M always
denotes the pole mass; lower case m stands for the renormalized mass in the MS scheme,
while m0 denotes the bare mass. In addition we use e and g to denote the U(1)em and
SU(2)L couplings of the SM in the MS scheme.
In perturbation theory Eq. (2.1) is to be solved order by order. To two loops we have
the following gauge invariant solution of (2.1)
sP = m
2 + (1)(m2; m2;   ) + (2)(m2; m2;   ) + (1)(m2; m2;   )(1)0(m2; m2;   ); (2.3)
which yields M2 and the width Γ at this order. (L) is the L-loop contribution to ,
and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to p2. In this way we need to evaluate
6Throughout this paper we identified the terms pole mass and on-shell mass.
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propagator type diagrams and their derivatives at p2 = m2. Diagrammatically the self-energy
contributions are shown in Fig. 1.









where  is a gauge parameter. We decompose the vector boson self-energy (p
2; m2;   )
into a transverse (p2) and a longitudinal L(p2) part
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In (2.3) only the transverse part contributes and the dressed propagator reads
D(p) =
−i








   (2.6)
The simple relations between the full propagator and the irreducible self-energy only hold if
there is no mixing, like for the W -boson. In the neutral sector, because of γ −Z mixing, we
cannot consider the Z and γ propagators separately. They form a 2 2 matrix propagator,
so that (2.1) is modied into (see details in [16, 23])
sP −m2Z − ZZ(sP )−
2γZ(sP )
sP − γγ(sP ) = 0: (2.7)
We note that the 2γZ mixing term starts to contribute at the two-loop level. Obviously,
we do not need to compute γγ here since it starts to play a role only beyond the two-loop
approximation.
The non-zero imaginary part (width) (2.2) of the on-shell gauge boson self-energy appears
as soon as the fermions are included. For the bosonic contributions alone the imaginary part
of (p2) on the mass-shell is zero.
3 Program part
In order to nd the relations between the pole masses M2Z ; M
2





we have to compute the one- and two-loop self-energies for Z- and W -bosons at p2 = m2Z
and p2 = m2W , respectively. The complete set of topologies that occurs in this calculation is
shown in Fig. 1. In order to be able to work with manifestly gauge parameter independent
renormalization constants we have to include the Higgs tadpole diagrams.
While at one-loop order we have about 50 diagrams, in the two-loop approximation the
number of diagrams is about 1000, which requires an automatized generation and evaluation
of diagrams. We use QGRAF [24] to generate the diagrams and then the C-program
DIANA [25] to produce for each diagram an input suitable for our FORM [26] packages7.
7DIANA generates additional information, e.g. identifying symbols for the particles of the diagram and






















Figure 1: One- and two-loop contributions to the massive boson self-energies.
For two-loop propagator type diagrams with several masses a complete set of recurrence
relations is given in [27]. It allows us to reduce all tensor integrals to a small set of so-called
master-integrals. However, the master-integrals which show up in the SM are not expressible
in terms of known functions but may be written e.g. as one-fold integrals [22]. Instead of
using these explicit formulae we resort to some approximations here, namely, we perform an
appropriate series expansion in mass ratios8. Each coecient of this series can be calculated
analytically by means of the asymptotic expansion algorithm described in [12].
To keep control of gauge invariance we work in a R gauge with three dierent gauge
parameters W ; Z and γ. The corresponding free vector boson propagators (2.4) thus




ZmZ in the propagators. This complicates the
calculation enormously both in Tarasov’s algorithm as well as in the asymptotic expansion
approach. With the rst method the presence of new masses in both the reduction formulae
and the Gram determinants leads to cumbersome expressions which are dicult to simplify.





two new scales. Of course, in order to keep things manageable, we have to keep the number
of scales as small as possible. This can be done by expanding diagrams about some xed
8For diagrams with several different masses, there may exist several small parameters. In this case we
apply different asymptotic expansions (see [28]) one after another.
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values of the gauge parameters. Three dierent regimes of expansion are feasible: a)  !1,
b)  ! 0 and c)  ! 1. We choose the last possibility expanding the original propagators
at i = 1 in a Taylor series. For the purpose of checking the gauge invariance of our results
it is sucient to keep the rst three terms of the expansion, so that the propagators of the
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1− (1− V ) m2V
p2 −m2V





+ : : :
 ; (3.8)
where V = W; Z and dots stand for the terms of higher order in (1−V ), which we don’t take
into account. At the same time we do not have any problems with the photon propagator
and use it in its usual form.





H . One natural small parameter is the weak mixing parameter sin
2 W =
1−m2W =m2Z<0:25. We expand in this parameter and get rid in this way of mW (or mZ). For
diagrams which contain Higgs boson lines9 we apply an asymptotic expansion with respect
to a heavy Higgs mass. Taking into account the most recent lower bound on the value of
the Higgs boson mass we are dealing with a parameter of expansion m2Z=m
2
H<0:64. This
implies that we have to calculate quite a number of coecient in the expansion in order to
get a convincing result.
In our case we nd four dierent prototype structures with Higgs lines inside of the loops.
The large mass expansion has been performed with the help of the packages TLAMM [29]
and [30] once for Euclidean [31] and once for Minkowski space-time, respectively. The
corresponding topologies and set of subgraphs are given in Fig. 2. The diagrams without
Higgs10 are nothing but single scale massive diagrams, when all internal masses are equal
to the external momentum or zero. Such diagrams can be calculated analytically. For this
purpose we use the packages ONSHELL2 [32] and another one written by O.V. [33] for the
calculation of the set of the master integrals given in [34]. We nd that only the following
four prototypes are required (in terms of notation used in [32]): F11111, F11110, F01111
and F01101.
For independent verication of the input, the Feynman rules and the evaluation we
performed calculations independently in Euclidean (M.Yu.K) and Minkowski (O.V.) 11 space-
time and got full agreement between them.
9We have 280 and 357 two-loop one-particle irreducible diagrams for Z− and W− bosons, respectively.
10At the two-loop level we find 336 one-particle irreducible diagrams without a Higgs line for the Z boson
and 435 for the W boson.
11The packages used in the calculations and the results can be found at the following URL address
http://www-zeuthen.desy.de/˜veretin/ON2/on2.html .
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Figure 2: The prototype diagrams and their subgraphs contributing to the large mass ex-
pansion for two-loop diagrams with heavy propagators. Thick and thin lines correspond to
the heavy- and light-mass (massless) particle propagators, respectively. Dotted lines indicate
the lines omitted in the subgraph.
4 UV renormalization in the MS scheme
Here we describe in more detail the renormalization procedure. It is well known that the
pole mass in QED/QCD is a gauge independent and infrared stable quantity to all orders
of the loop expansion [35]. To renormalize the pole mass at the two-loop level requires
to calculate the one-loop renormalization constants for all physical parameters (charge and
masses), and the two-loop renormalization constant only for the mass itself. Not needed
are the wave-function renormalizations or ghost (unphysical) sector renormalizations. The
above mentioned basic properties of the pole mass are valid also in the SM. In order to obtain
a gauge invariant result in the SM, however, we have to add in a proper way the tadpole
contributions [16]. The tadpole terms are due to the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the
Higgs eld, which does not vanish automatically. By a constant shift we can adjust the Higgs
eld to have vanishing VEV, however. Since here the Higgs eld is integrated out in the path
integral the result cannot depend on whether we perform a shift or not. Thus, in particular,
if we take into consideration all diagrams shown in Fig. 1 we get a gauge invariant result for
the pole mass up to two loops in terms of the bare parameters. The tadpole contribution
can be calculated either from tadpole diagrams12 or from Ward identities, which connect the
tadpoles with the one-particle irreducible self-energies of the pseudo-Goldstone bosons 
12It is the two-loop bubbles diagrams for the process H in terms of QGRAF notations.
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at zero momentum
1PI (0) + T = 0; (4.1)
where  = +; −; 0. We performed both type of calculations and obtained full agreement.
Diagrams contributing to the Z-boson pole mass do not contain infrared singularities at the
two-loop level. Infrared niteness of the W -boson mass was proven in [36]. We also give an
alternative proof of this statement for our case.
In our calculation dimensional regularization [37] is used, which allows one to regularize
both UV and IR singularities by the same parameter " related to the dimension of space-time
by d = 4− 2". We rst perform the UV-renormalization within the MS scheme in order to
obtain nite results. In a next step we nd the relation between the pole and MS parameters.
We adopt the convention that the MS parameters are dened by multiplying each L-loop
integral by the factor (exp(γ)=4)"L. Each loop picks an additional factor 1=162.
4.1 One-loop charge renormalization
The bare charge e0 and the MS charge









with appropriate constant Z
(1)
MS











where eOS is dened by the Thompson limit of Compton scattering. The electromagnetic
Ward{Takahashi identity implies that some of the diagrams cancel, such that z
(1)
OS at the


































This may be conrmed also by using a renormalization group analysis of the SM keeping

























+ O(e5) : (4.5)





g;g′ may be calculated in the unbroken theory. They have been calculated
in [38]. We see that the above result is in agreement with (4.3) if we take into account that
(2d=d2) e = − "
2
e + e :
4.2 Mass renormalization























where V stands for any of the bosons Z, W or H . In addition to the masses we have
one coupling constant as a free parameter of the SM which we have chosen above to be








































































All masses here are MS masses and depend on the renormalization scale : m2V = m
2
V (). It
should be noted that unlike in the case of the couplings the mass renormalization constants
cannot be calculated from the unbroken gauge theory. Here in any case the calculation of
the Feynman diagrams in the Standard Model is required.
Let us comment about the somewhat unusual looking dependence of our MS renormal-
ization constants on the particle masses. Since masses are induced by the Higgs mechanism












where v is the Higgs VEV and  the Higgs self-coupling. One peculiarity of the \spontaneous
symmetry breaking" and the related mixing of states, like the γ − Z mixing, leads to the
non-polynomial nature of the perturbation expansion in the SM. Due to the mixing, the
actual Z coupling reads
√
g2 + g′2 = g= cos W etc. In the dimensionless mass ratios the
factors v2 drop out and we have in fact just ratios of couplings. To a large extent this is a
trivial consequence of factorizing out powers of g2 which cancels against such factors which
appear in the denominators of the Z
(1;1)
V ’s. However, there are also true inverse powers of
the Higgs self-coupling present. They originate in the tadpoles which we need to add for the
sake of the gauge invariance.
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Again the higher order pole terms 1="2 can be checked by means of the appropriate











which connects bare and renormalized masses and introduces the anomalous dimension of
the mass γV = (
2 d=d2) ln m2V . Taking into account that (
2d=d2)m2V;0 = 0 and repeating

































For each function like γV or Z
(n)













V and (4.15) can be written for each loop correction separately.







































The value of (1)g = −4312 g
3
162
may be calculated from the relation














+ (1)e ; (4.17)
where (1)e is given in (4.5), and cos





An independent verication of the 1=" terms can be obtained from the relationship
e2 = g2 sin2 W , which is valid for bare and MS renormalized quantities. Dierentiating










2 W − 1
2
g2 (γW − γZ) cos2 W ; (4.18)



















cos2 W : (4.19)































The fact that after UV renormalization we get a nite result conrms the infrared nite-
ness of the bosonic contribution to the pole mass.













Both these relations are valid also for MS renormalized parameters, so that their dierenti-




− γGF ; (4.23)
where we introduced the anomalous dimension of the Fermi constant γGF = (
2 d=d2) lnGF .
































and we used the results of Ref. [16] for the fermion contributions. The rst term proportional
1=m2H is the contribution from the tadpoles. The appearance of the tadpole terms is some-
what mysterious, since we know that in renormalized observables tadpoles drop out. Here
they seem to contribute to the renormalization group evolution of the Fermi constant. In
any case the tadpoles are present in the relationship between the bare and the renormalized
parameters. At the two-loop level, our results allows us to write the bosonic corrections only.






























































The equations (4.24) and (4.25) are written in MS scheme. As usual in this scheme, in




GF () = GF () γGF
the decoupling of the heavy particles has to be performed \by hand". This means that
for low values of the energy scale , when  < mH ; mW ; mZ , the bosonic terms on the
r.h.s. are equal to zero while the light fermion contributions proportional to GFm
2
f are tiny.
Consequently, below the W mass, the eective Fermi constant does practically not change
with scale. Obviously, the running of GF only starts at about   mZ , when the scale of a
process exceeds the masses of the bosons. Also the top quark will contribute once we have
passed its threshold.
5 Results, discussion and conclusion




























where both e and sin W are to be taken in the MS scheme.
The one-loop coecients X
(1)
V for Z; W and H are known of course as exact results.
We write them down for completeness in Appendix B. For the coecients X
(2)
V we make an





We have calculated the rst six terms of the expansion with respect to sin2 W and the rst
six terms with respect to mass ratio m2V =m
2
H . The analytical values of these coecients are
presented in Appendix D. These represent our main result.
Sometimes in massive multi-loop calculations the so-called modied MS scheme (MMS)
is used [41]. The dierence between MS and MMS is that in the former scheme each loop
is multiplied by (eγ=4)" while in the latter the normalization factor is 1=(4)"=Γ(1 + "),
which yields a dierence at the two-loop level. It has been shown that in QCD both schemes
reproduce the same formula for the mass relation analogous to (5.1) [42]. We have checked
that the same holds true for the pole masses in the Standard Model.
Very often the inverse of (5.1) is required. To that end we have to express all MS
parameters in terms of on-shell ones. Thus
m2V = M
2





























where the sum runs over all species of particles j = Z; W; H and 
(1)
j stands for the self-






j ). Note that in the above



















with e2OS=4 =   1=137.
We now turn to a discussion of our results which we obtained for the relationship (5.3).
For our numerical analysis we used the following values of the pole masses: MW = 80:419
GeV and MZ = 91:188 GeV and  = 1=137:036: In Figs. 3 and 4 the value of the square of the
ratio of the MS mass of Z boson for  = MZ to MZ is presented as function of the Higgs mass
MH for light and heavier Higgs masses, respectively. For the one-loop corrections the exact
analytical functions are evaluated while for the two-loop results we utilize all coecients
of our expansion. Analogously, in Figs. 5 and 6 the Higgs mass dependence for the ratio
m2W (MW )=M
2
W is given for the same ranges of the Higgs mass. As we can see, for a \light"
14Let us remind, that in our case, the imaginary part is equal to zero for arbitrary, non-zero mass of
bosons, so that sP = M2V .
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Higgs of mass less than about 200 GeV the two-loop corrections are small as compared to the
one-loop ones. However, at a Higgs mass of about 220 GeV the absolute value of the two-loop
correction is of the same size as the one-loop result, such that the two-loop corrections start
to play an essential role. Since this is not much above the currently quoted upper bound [1]
our result could aect the reliability of the determination of these bounds.
One of the main questions which remains to be considered is the validity of our results for
a light Higgs mass. Since the structure of the one- and two-loop corrections for both massive
gauge bosons is very similar, we are going to investigate in the following the problems of
convergence of our results for the Z boson only. First of all, we note that the two-loop
corrections have smooth behavior for all values of the Higgs mass even down to 100 GeV.





as a function of the Higgs mass and the number of coecients of the expansion used for
their evaluation. For a light Higgs the dierence between the complete result, including all
six coecients of the expansion, and the results obtained by including only the rst three
of them (leading, next-to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading) are negligibly small. The
dierence between next-to-leading and next-to-next-to leading is not more than 10 MeV.
For a heavy Higgs with a mass of more than 300 GeV the convergence is much better, so
that we omit the corresponding plot. We only mention, that there is no essential dierences
between the full result and the next-to-leading one. Similarly, the dependence of the two-
loop corrections on the number of coecients of the expansion with respect to sin2 W for a
light Higgs is illustrated in Fig. 8. For all values of the Higgs mass the dierence between
the next-to-leading terms and our full results is inessential.
Finally we analyze the Higgs mass dependence of sin2 W . The relation between the MS
weak mixing parameter and its version in terms of the pole masses reads




























W − (1)Z )(1− (1)Z ) + (2)W − (2)Z
)]
(5.5)
where we adopted the notation, m2V =M
2




V . It turns out that in (5.5) all M
4
H
terms cancel. The corresponding results are depicted in Figs. 9 and 10. Again for a light
Higgs the two-loop corrections are small while for a heavier Higgs particle the corrections
become large.
We would like to mention that the presence of m4H corrections in the relation (5.2)
does not contradict Veltman’s screening theorem [43] which states, that the L-loop Higgs
dependence of a physical observable is at most of the form (m2H)
L−1 lnL m2H for large Higgs
masses. This theorem applies to physical observables like cross sections and asymmetries,
whereas our formula is nothing but a relation between parameters of two dierent schemes.
Our calculation allowed us to write the RG equation for the eective Fermi constant
(4.22), which could play an interesting role in the analysis of date on future colliders.
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A The one-loop master integral and its "-expansion
For the two-loop calculation we have to take into account the part proportional to " of the
one-loop propagator type integral15
J =
∫ ddq
(q2 −m21 + i0)((k − q)2 −m22 + i0)
; (A.1)
where d = 4− 2" and \+i0" is the causal prescription for the propagator. Its nite part has
been presented in [44], the O(")-part in [45], the terms up to order "3 can be extracted by
means of Eq.(A.3) of [33] and an all order "-expansion was obtained in [46]. We write the









































2) = (m41 + m
4
2 + k
4 − 2m21k2 − 2m22k2 − 2m21m22) and the angles i are
dened (see [46]) via
cos 1 =




; cos 2 =

















. The expansion (A.2) is
directly applicable in the region where   0, i.e. when (m1 −m2)2  k2  (m1 + m2)2. For
the region  > 0 we need the proper analytic continuation which has been given in [47]. Let
















15In [45] it is denoted as J (2)(4 − 2ε; 1, 1).
























i(−zi)−"Li2(zi)− (1− i)(−zi)"Li2(1=zi) +O(")
)})
; (A.4)





















Firstly, we note that the causal prescription amounts to the following rule for  ( > 0)
ln(−(m21; m22; k2)) = ln((m21; m22; k2))− i;√






The function Li2(z) is real for real z and jzj  1. For real z and jzj > 1 we change argument









by which an imaginary part shows up. This change of variables can be done from the very
beginning in Eq.(A.4) by an appropriate choice of the values of the coecients j :
0 < zj < 1 ) j = 1; ln(−zj) = ln(zj) + i;
zj > 1 ) j = 0; ln(−zj) = ln(zj)− i:
Assuming m1 < m2 in the following we have



























































(n− 2r)! ζ2r .
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−82 − 2Li2(z1)− 2Li2(z2)
−1
2
ln2 z1 − 1
2





















In a similar manner, starting from Eq.(2.17) of [47] and performing an analytical continua-
tion, it is possible to obtain the higher order terms of the " expansion 18. In particular, the




k2 − (m1 + m2)2










Γ(2− 2")Γ(1 + ") :
In the limit, when one of the masses vanishes, the result is [47]


















with u = k2=m2.
The transition from the bare parameters to the renormalized ones requires dierenti-
ations of the one-loop propagators with respect to all parameters, couplings, masses and
external momentum. The integrals obtained thereby can be reduces again to integrals of
type (A.4) plus simpler bubble integrals. The expansion of the propagators with respect to
small parameters (ratios of the masses or momenta and masses) can be extracted from the
exact analytical results written in terms of hyper-geometric functions (see [50]).
B MS vs. pole masses at one-loop
In this Appendix we present, for completeness, the well know [16] one-loop relations between




































































































































































































































































































































































































































C Unrenormalized one-loop expressions in d dimension
The computation of higher loop corrections requires a deeper expansion in " of lower order
terms. In this Appendix we present for completeness the results for unrenormalized one-loop
corrections to the relation between pole and MS masses of the gauge bosons in arbitrary









































−B0(m2Z ; m2W ; m2W )−A0(m2Z)
)





















































− B0(m2H ; m2W ; m2W )































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(q2 −m21)((p− q)2 −m22)
: (C.3)
mui and mdi denote the masses of corresponding up- and down-quarks, and Kij is the element
of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.
D MS vs. pole masses at two-loop
After expansion of the diagrams with respect to sin2 W we get rid of one of the boson masses
and write the functions X
(2)











In particular for the Z boson propagator we eliminate mW and vice versa. Consequently, the
coecients AVi in the above formula are functions of the Higgs mass and one of the boson











and calculate analytically the rst six coecients. This is not a naive Taylor expansion. The
general rules for asymptotic expansions [12] allow us to extract also logarithmic dependences,
or in other words, to preserve all analytical properties of the original diagrams. In the result
of the asymptotic expansion all propagator diagrams are reduced to single scale massive
diagrams (including the two-loop bubbles). As a consequence, the nite as well as the "-
part of the corresponding diagrams, are characterized by a restricted set of transcendental




 1:813799365:::; S1 = p
3


















Furthermore, ln(m2H) denotes ln (m
2
H=
2) where 2 is the ’t Hooft scale. We also introduce








































































































































































S3 − 1118348 S0 + 66 S1 − 423916 S2 + 8837216 2 − 223 2 ln(3) + 674 3
−149
216























































































































S0 − 44 S1 + 1446964 S2 − 19417576 2 − 16 2 ln(2) + 1109 2 ln(3)
−751
24


































































































































































































































































S3 − 7472095184 S0 + 19 S1 + 125399384 S2 + 66075531104 2 + 6827 2 ln(3)− 791144 3
+4151
216
































































































































S3 − 340379319440 S0 − 154 S1 + 6431591440 S2 + 3758107116640 2 + 109 2 ln(3) + 76 3
+61481
2160






































































































































































































































































ln(zH)− 427924 ln(zH)S0 − 73318 (ln(zH))2 − 6329 ln(zH) ln(m2H)
+203531
864





































































































ln(zH)− 8716 ln(zH)S0 + 13 (ln(zH))2 + 119572 ln(zH) ln(m2H)
+112861
1728






























































































































































































































































ln(zH)− 181551296 ln(zH)S0 + 79 (ln(zH))2 + 193772 ln(zH) ln(m2H)
+34757
1728




















































































































ln(zH)− 54 ln(zH) ln(m2H)
+107
80















ln(zH)− 1924 ln(zH)S0 + (ln(zH))2 + 57718 ln(zH) ln(m2H)
−13429
1440
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Figure 3: One- and two-loop corrections to the relation m2Z(MZ)=M
2
Z − 1 as a function
of the (light) Higgs mass mH . Dashed and dot lines correspond to the one- and two-loop
corrections, respectively. The thick line is their sum.








Figure 4: One- and two-loop corrections to the relation m2Z(MZ)=M
2
Z − 1 as a function of
the (heavy) Higgs mass mH . Dashed and dot lines correspond to the one- and two-loop
corrections, respectively. The thick line is their sum.
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Figure 5: One- and two-loop corrections to the relation m2W (MW )=M
2
W − 1 as a function of
the (light) Higgs mass mH .








Figure 6: One- and two-loop corrections to the relation m2W (MW )=M
2
W − 1 as a function of
the (heavy) Higgs mass mH .
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Z as a function
of the (light) Higgs mass m2H and numbers of coecients of expansion (5.2) used for their
evaluation. Dot line is obtained from the rst two coecients (up to next-to-leading order).
Dashed and thick lines mean that we take into account the rst three coecients, and all
six coecients, respectively.











Z as a function
of the Higgs mass (light Higgs) and the number of coecients of expansion with respect to
sin2 W . Dot line is obtained from the rst two coecients (up to next-to-leading order).
Dashed and thick lines mean that we take into account the rst three coecients, and all
six coecients, respectively.
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Figure 9: One- and two-loop corrections to the sin2 W at 
2 = M2Z as a function of the
(light) Higgs mass mH .










Figure 10: One- and two-loop corrections to the sin2 W at 
2 = M2Z as a function of the
(heavy) Higgs mass mH .
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